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Higgs production through the top quark triangle

� Detailed theoretical understanding needed to exclude regions
of the Higgs sector.

� At LHC energies and reasonable mH , gluon fusion is the
dominant production channel.

Leading Order Next-to-Leading

� NLO effects may even double cross-section, need to go to
NNLO.
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Pushing to NNLO

� Very difficult calculation but can be simplified by assuming
2mtop/mH � 1.

� Top-triangle replaced by an effective vertex, n-loops become
(n − 1)-loops. But, no analytic bounds on error!

� State of the art: Expand NNLO calculation in powers of 1/mtop
[Pak et al., arXiv:0911.4662; Harlander et al., arXiv:0912.2104] .

� Magnitude of contributions < 1% (at NNLO with exact
Born-level). Smaller than scale uncertainty.
↪→ Heavy-top approx. is OK at NNLO!

� After more than thirty years, gluon fusion is slowly being
understood in detail.
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What is kT -factorisation

� Collinear factorisation scheme

σ =
∑
i,j

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
dx1dx2fi/A(x1, µ

2)σ̂ij(x1, x2,Q2/µ2)fj/B(x2, µ
2),

(all the calculations I have talked about so far)
� Large ŝ at LHC implies Higgs production is a semi-hard

process, with ŝ � m2
H . Collinear factorisation cross-section

contains terms like αn
s lnk ŝ

mH
� m2

H which could be large at any
n.

� These can be resummed to all orders using kT (or high-energy)
factorisation.
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kT -factorisation

� kT -factorisation does not neglect parton transverse momenta:

σ =
∑
i,j

∫ 1

0
dx1

∫ 1

0
dx2

∫ µ2

0
dk2

1

∫ µ2

0
dk2

2Fi/A(x1,k1, µ
2)

σ̂off
ij (x1, x2,Q2/µ2,k1,k2)Fj/B(x2,k2, µ

2)

� The F(x ,k, µ2) are known as unintegrated parton density
functions.

� Cross-section depends on k, i.e. to be computed with off-shell
incoming gluons.
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Gluon fusion using kT -factorisation

� At a given order, calculations more difficult than in collinear
scheme because incoming partons are off-shell (pesky p2 terms all
over the place).

� But, we are taking into account the αn
s lnk ŝ

m2
H
� m2

H terms to all
orders in αs - these are important at high energies.

� State of the art: Leading Order with exact mtop dependence
[Pasechnik et al., hep-ph/0603258; Del Duca et al., hep-ph/0108030] .
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Monte Carlo implementation

� We have seen that the error incurred by using the heavy-top
approx. at fixed order in collinear factorisation is quite small.

� But, the relative error increases with ŝ so the behaviour of the
high-energy limit (from kT -factorisation) is perhaps a more
relevant question to ask.

� Already known that effect is small for inclusive quantities
[Pasechnik et al., hep-ph/0603258]
↪→ Implement as Monte Carlo to investigate impact on
exclusive properties (jets).
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Monte Carlo implementation: CASCADE

� Implement the matrix element as found in [Marzani et al.,
arXiv:0801.2544] in the CASCADE [Jung et al., arXiv:1008.0152] event
generator.

� CASCADE:
� Is a kT -factorised Monte Carlo (i.e. uses unintegrated PDFs)
� Implements CCFM evolution (angular ordering) rather than the

DGLAP equations (pT -ordering).
� All the plots shown will be for pp collisions at

√
ŝ = 14 GeV. No

cuts on η.
� CASCADE distributed with a number of uPDF sets. All plots

obtained here are with Set A [Jung, hep-ph/0411287] .
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pT spectrum

� Shape unaffected.
� Slight increase in cross-section (≈ 5%), in agreement with

[Pasechnik et al., hep-ph/0603258] .
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η spectrum

Exact ME slightly increases cross-section with no effect on
inclusive differential distributions.
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Jet distributions

� Examine impact of ME on jets [Deak et
al., arXiv:1006.5401] .

� Apply the Siscone algorithm on the
hadron level. Following a CDF
analysis, separate the azimuthal plane
into four regions and classify jets
accordingly [Affolder et al., Phys. Rev. D 65
092002] .

� Cut on jet pT such that pT > 10 GeV,
no cuts on jet η.

� Histograms normalised to total jet
count.
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Jet distributions

� Conclusion: It seems that the exact matrix element practically
amounts to just a mere rescaling of σ.
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CASCADE versus collinear Monte Carlos
Compare CASCADE to the collinear generators:
� PYTHIA [Sjostrand et al., hep-ph/0603175] :

� LO matrix element + corrections in high-pT region.
� Implements own shower (DGLAP evolution).
� Here with MPI and the new underlying event description.

� MC@NLO [Frixione et al., hep-ph/0612272v1] :
� NLO matrix element.
� Showering by linking to HERWIG [Corcella et al., hep-ph/0210213]

(CCFM evolution).
� POWHEG [Alioli et al., arXiv:0812.0578] :

� NLO matrix element.
� Shower: PYTHIA or HERWIG shower (here, PYTHIA).
� Has been compared to PYTHIA, MC@NLO [Alioli et al.,

arXiv:0812.0578] .
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Differential cross-sections

� CASCADE reproduces the low-pT region well but differs in the
high pT region.
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Scaled diff. cross-sections

� Collinear MCs predict a harder spectrum.
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Higgs η spectrum

� Collinear MCs predict higher activity in the central region η ≈ 0.
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Spectrum of hardest jet

� Monte-Carlos divide neatly based on evolution (angular vs. pT
ordering).

� There is good agreement between CASCADE and MC@NLO
in the low-pT range.
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Spectrum of hardest jet

� But logarithmic axes reveal that high-pT region predictions
differ substantially.
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Jet multiplicities

� Discrepancies grow with decreasing momentum; consistent
with differences in pT tail of Higgs. Generally we observe
higher activities at lower transverse momenta.
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Summary

� Taking the exact top mass dependence into account in the
kT -factorised cross-section increases it by ≈ 5% without
affecting differential distributions or exclusive quantities.

� CASCADE agrees with collinear NLO generators in low-pT
region of the Higgs spectrum but is different in other aspects.
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